Current APA Guidelines for Documenting Electronic Sources

Much of the information needed for an electronic source is similar to what is needed for a print source. In general, this may include the author, date, and title information. After the title, an explanation of the type of online document should be enclosed in brackets. Additionally, the date the source was retrieved needs to be given with the URL—if no Digital Object Identifier (DOI) is given or if the information is likely to change after the time it is accessed. Please note that a period does not follow the URL.

Article on Web Site, No Date

Document from a Private Organization
If the source is created by a private organization (with no author listed), the organization should be treated as though it is the author:

Article from a Printed Journal, Reproduced Online, with DOI Assigned
The archival version of the article is being used, so the retrieval date is not needed:
Article from a Printed Journal, Reproduced Online, with no DOI
If there is no DOI, give the URL of the journal home page:


Library Databases
The formatting for a source that is retrieved through library databases is very similar to the formatting for an article from a printed journal that is reproduced online. APA no longer requires the database information in the citation:


If there is no DOI, include the URL for the home page of the journal. If the URL is not included in the database entry, you can search for it on the Web:


Newspaper Article Online

Online Magazine Content Not Found in Print Version

Online Posting (Mailing List, Blog, etc.)

Sound Recording
**E-mail**
Personal correspondence—such as e-mail communication—is not included in the list of references. It can, however, be cited within the text of the paper. Please note that some instructors may have different rules for this and could wish for e-mail to be included in the actual references page.

**Chapter in an Online Book**
After beginning with the author and copyright date, list the name of the chapter or section. Following this, supply the title of the book or larger web document, and then include the chapter or section number in parenthesis. Do not name the city or publisher. End with the URL:


**Online Dictionary**

**Wiki**
Be sure to include the retrieval date with wikis since they can be altered by virtually anyone and there is no guarantee that the information has been reviewed:


**Video Weblog Post (such as YouTube)**